
 

Retargeting, the missing piece of the Conversion Puzzle

In today's marketing world where an increment in advertising ROI has become even more indisputable, an online campaign
without a retargeting strategy is 'advertising spend wasted', because of the costs incurred to attract and get valuable traffic
to a website.
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In today's marketing world where an increment in advertising ROI has become even more indisputable, an online campaign
without a retargeting strategy is 'advertising spend wasted', because of the costs incurred to attract and get valuable traffic
to a website. Retargeting is the ultimate marketing technology to fill in the 'missing piece on the conversion puzzle'. Using a
retargeting strategy increases the performance of online campaigns as budget wastes are tremendously cut down through
effective targeting. It also has the ability to lower acquisition costs, and double return conversion. Despite its proven
effectiveness, most online marketers still lack a retargeting strategy.

It is an indispensable marketing technology that perfectly compliment display and search campaigns.

Impressions-waste

Marketers continue to spend lots of money on getting qualified traffic to their websites, acquiring relevant leads, or
specifically targeting a potential prospect through ad networks or in a RTB market place. All these are efforts geared
towards increasing marketers advertising ROI. However, on visiting a website, the possibility that these visitors will
immediately convert to customers is only 2%, for an average website. Meaning, 98% of them will end up leaving without
completing any of the website owner's desired action. What is more effective than increasing your conversion rates
through specifically targeting those customers that are familiar with your products/services and have already shown some
amount of interest by clicking on your ads? This makes retargeting a 'must have' marketing strategy to increase campaign
efficiency and uplift conversion rates for all online advertising campaigns.

Retargeting has the capability to increase conversion from a repeat visit by more than 100%.

Retargeting in detail

Retargeting is the act of tagging web pages with special codes that enables cookie placement on a visitor's browser. When
the visitor leave the website without converting, they can be targeted afterwards while surfing elsewhere on the web with
special text or display ads that relates to the areas they previously showed interest in while on the marketers website.
Retargeting technology and services to help drive advertising ROI are already out there. With dynamic ads, real world
campaigns can be created, personalized, and optimized on the fly, based on the target audience's area of interest. This is
a highly effective means to eventually increase the performance of online campaigns.

Think beyond the click to solve the 'conversion puzzle'
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I assume we are familiar with the AIDA (Awareness, Interest, Desire, and Action) buying process framework. The entire
customer purchase lifecycle is a process, which has become more evident especially in today's competitive marketing
environment. Research has proven that it can take up to seven interactions with a prospect before they actually become a
customer. After the first interaction, retargeting can help reinforce your message, arouse the interest of the individual, and
move them to take action during their purchase consideration phase. The process begins from the moment the customer
gets acquainted with your brand and end up on one of your pages. If they fail to convert, retargeting will help keep your
brand on their minds every time they see your ad; this increases the chances of solving the conversion puzzle. Marketers
pay to get visitors to their websites during a display or search campaign. Most of these visitors (98%) fail to perform any of
the desired transaction (filling out a contact form, signing up for newsletter, or purchase a product or service). For products
with a longer purchase lifecycle, it's highly recommended to remarket your message to those visitors that do not
immediately complete your desired action as they continue surfing beyond the walls of your website.

Bringing back lost prospects

How do you ensure that after showing some interest in your offerings, potential customers won't just walk away and end up
becoming a customer of your competitor? You may employ all other marketing strategies that are geared towards bringing
in new traffic to your website, but that doesn't mean your campaign work is accomplished. You will need a retargeting
strategy to compliment all of these efforts you have invested your marketing budgets in. For ROI based marketers that are
experiencing low conversion rates, if retargeting is still not part of your campaign strategy, then a big portion of your online
marketing budget that seeks to drive traffic to your website is 'budget wasted'

As marketers move to take advantage of the opportunities online, in many cases their efforts lead to an increase in traffic to
their websites but failed to achieve desired results for them. In spite of its dramatic effect on advertising ROI, retargeting
technology remains to be the most underutilized online marketing technology, according to 46% of marketers in a survey
conducted by Advertise.com and Search Engine Marketing Professional Organization. Nevertheless, today's marketers are
still failing to realize the power of this efficient tool. Retargeting is the powerful and most effective means to improve
conversion rates for marketers. On average, about 98% of website visitors leave without converting, compare that to a brick
and mortar retail store with conversion rate of over 30% of people who walked in, no impression or click costs incurred.

With world internet users close 2 billion and increasing, average time spend online growing, and more and more
consumers continue to use the internet to orientate about products and shop online, could there be a better time for
marketers to earn more from their advertising than now? Why are marketers still slow to capitalize on this huge marketing
opportunity? Is an online advertising campaign without retargeting a waste of resources for ROI based marketers?
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